
Below is an explanation on some of the fields in the Billing > PPS Billing > Edit PPS Episodes
screen.

Top, center, two sets of dates: Admit date and Discharge date from the referral. Below that
is the From and Thru dates of the End of Episode claim.

Select Different OASIS: When the RAP> update runs, the default option is
exported OASIS. If an OASIS is locked but not exported, the episode & the OASIS
disconnect. Use this button to reconnect them. You may also need to use this option if a
SCIC OASIS has been created.

HIPPS: HIPPS code and amount from the time of RAP

RAP/NOA Date: Date RAP created

RAP Serial #: The serial number that was used to create the RAP claim

EOE Date: Date EOE created

EOE Serial #: The serial number that was used to create the EOE claim

EOE Date Paid: Date the EOE was paid

EOE $Paid: The total amount paid for the episode. When this does not match the $
Expected, then one of the Reason(s) for not receiving full payment should be checked.

Calculated HIPPS: The calculated HIPPS code amount.

$ Expected: The amount from the calculated HIPPS code at the end of the episode

LUPA $ Total: The number of discipline visit times the LUPA amount. Example, a LUPA SN
visit for a selected county is $100 per visit, LUPA PT visit for a selected county is $105. A
patient had 2 SN visits and 1 PT visit in one episode. The total amount that would show is
$305.

Fixed $ Loss: Each year, CMS publishes guidelines for calculating the outlier payment, for
episodes with a large number of visits. The “fixed dollar loss” is part of that calculation.
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$Outlier: This is the additional amount to be added to the HIPPS code payment due to a
large number of visits.

Supplies Used $: The amount of supplies used during that episode

Status: 1 = 485 created but no OASIS; 2 = 485 and OASIS created but no chargeable visit;
3 = 485, OASIS, chargeable visit entered but no RAP created; 4 = RAP Sent but not paid

OR RAP sent and paid but EOE not sent yet ; 5 = EOE sent but not paid ; 6 = Episode is
Paid / Denied; 8 = Episode On Hold.

PT, OT, ST, SN, MS, HCA: The number of chargeable visits made during that episode.

Reason(s) for not receiving full payment: Some of these are under your control, and
some are decided by PGBA during processing. If an episode is ultimately denied, or due to
other circumstances ends up not being paid, then you can check that box to tell the
software to drop this episode off the list. LUPA is automatically checked when the EOE is
created and LUPA limit has not been exceeded. Outlier is checked if the Outlier$ is not $0.
PEP, MSP and Medical Review Downcode can be checked by the agency. PEP will be used
on the 15.16 PPS Cost Reports. Episode Has No Chargeable Visits button will be enabled if
there is a RAP created, but the Thru date is 10+ days ago and there are no visits for the
episode.

Troubleshooting features

Fix Amount Billed in A/R: Use this feature if someone removed the amount billed in the
AR by mistake. It will add the amount billed back into the AR. You will also want to run the
Update PPS tracking to add adjustments, as well.

Knowledgebase
http://kb.barnestorm.biz/KnowledgebaseArticle50590.aspx
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